Overview of Terry’s 2018

Terry Wyatt.
Manchester Christmas
Meeting, 2018.

PhD students who finished in 2018
• Stephen Menary: Track counting for luminosity
• Rhys Roberts: Beam profiles for luminosity measurements, vetos
on non-prompt leptons, and ttHèmultileptons
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Rhys Roberts: vetos on non-prompt
leptons and ttHèmultileptons

Compared to previous tight
isolation cut, non-prompt veto
BDT gives increase in
background rejection by factor
3 (e ) at the same efficiency
•

"" and multileptons each
contribute 4.1# significance
to overall 6.3# obvservation

Physics Letters B 784 (2018) 173
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A hint at the possible violation of LU in the CC couplings of the
mentsSearches
of the leptonic
branching lepton
fractionsnon-universality
of the W boson at LEP2 [19
for charged

• See talk by Sam Dysch on: RW ⌘ B(W ! ⌧ ⌫)/B(W ! `⌫) = 1.066
• Search for Vector Boson Fusion (EW) production of !+! – final
where B(W ! `⌫) is the average of the branching fractions for W !
states
from the assumption of LU by 2.6 . Interestingly, a possible link betw
– work with MPhys and summer students
contributions+ - at loop
level from a LQ that couples primarily
– use VBF e e and "+"- as ``normalization channel’’
excess has received little or no attention in the theoretical literature.
For the academic year 2015–2016 I proposed as an MPhys project
to measure RW using top quark pair events (tt̄ ! bW + b̄W ) at the
which would improve significantly upon the LEP2 measurements. M
very detailed and successful study using ATLAS data and fully simulat
measurement in tt̄ ! bW + b̄W events in the ‘di-lepton’ channel in wh
Following on from the success of this MPhys project, I am pr
of the ATLAS data as a project for one of our new starting
There are a number of other intriguing hints of deviations from SM
decays of B hadrons at LHCb [21], which might be explained in te
0 bosons or leptoquarks. R = B(
LU [22], for example massive new
Z
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Football – Spatial Control
• Collaboration with
– Tobias Galla,
– MPhys and summer students: Jeremy Worsfold, Elliot Stapley, Lewis Higgins,
Jonathan Brady, Daniel Holmes, Robin Greenhalgh
– a well-known local football team

• Try to correlate amount of pitch controlled by each team and game
outcomes (Δ"# difference in `expected goals’)
Voronoi regions and pixels

Example regions of importance
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Football – Spatial Control
• Δ"#: difference in `expected
goals’ between the two
teams

Actual difference Δ"#

• Relative importance
attached to various regions
of the pitch

Predicted difference from spatial control

• Test strategies and other aspects in Simulation Projects:
– The ``Voronoi game’’
– ``Semi-realistic’’ football simulators
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Other stuff in 2018:
• Goodbye Lagrangian Dynamics (M) L Hello Electrodynamics (M) J
• Member of Royal Society Contact Group on Brexit
• Member of UKRI-STFC advisory panel on Evaluation of Value to UK of
Membership of CERN (luckily no referendum foreseen)
• Agreed to serve on Panel for UKRI Future Leaders Fellowships
• Member of Editorial Boards for European Physical Journal C and
Progress of Theoretical and Experimental Physics
• Decided not to become Editor-In-Chief (experimental HEP) for EPJC
Plans for 2019:
• Continue analysis of ATLAS data
…. discover new physics in Run 2!
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